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What if a modernized, revolutionary
Leadership Style emerged from the
outdated, myopic styles that exist today?
One that encompassed the massive
changes in the professional world, giving
clear definition to successful techniques?

There is a specific, powerful, repeatable
way the top 3% of mid-level managers
have become more focused and successful.
You only need this one, pivotal thing to
revolutionize how you’re trained, finally
creating the ability to lead ANY person
in ANY situation. It’s called:

COMPOSITE LEADERSHIP
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“Being a good leader means being someone people are
willing to follow. Being a great leader is doing it when no
one is watching.”
~Jennifer Ott

Management level professionals want
empowerment, focus, and the promise of
future career growth.
Too often, they’re given “one & done”
leadership training and forced to fit into an
outdated, prescriptive leadership style,
leaving them guessing at the right way to
lead – with underwhelming results.
There is a simple way to accelerate your
leadership effectiveness and career
WITHOUT having to guess at how to lead
or blindly hope your hard work gets noticed.
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“Jennifer’s leadership training has made an immediate
impact on our team for managers at all levels. Her
consultative ability combined with her hands-on
experience as corporate executive caught our employees’
attention. Plus she makes it fun! Can’t thank her enough!”
~Matt P., Milwaukee Bucks
“Jennifer is a fearless leader, captivating speaker, and
exceptional marketer. Her passion and enthusiasm for
her work creates a ripple effect that is changing the
world.”
~Kelsey F., Basic Metals
“Jen always empower others to be the best version
of themselves.”
~Mary E., LEO Pharma
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COMPOSITE
LEADERSHIP
In this career-changing keynote presentation,
Jennifer teaches the fundamentals of
modern, Composite Leadership, and leaves
participants with the tools that every leader
needs to forever change the course of
their career.
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“I quickly recognized Jennifer’s ability to engage and
draw out others with ease and respect. She has
exceptional facilitation skills and creates an
environment to maximize the learning along with
having fun.”
~ Scott H., Amneal Pharmaceuticals

“Jennifer is an excellent speaker and trainer who has
great interaction, engagement and connects with her
audience!”
~Carole C., Amedisys
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Contact Us
Jennifer Ott is an Executive leader and the
creator
of
Composite
Leadership.
Throughout her 25+ year career, Jennifer has
honed her leadership skills while observing
the best and the worst leaders in business.
She has dynamically led executives to
empowering their teams to accelerated
results and deep engagement.
Jennifer’s specialty as a public speaker and
motivating coach has led to faster business
results for her clients as well as foundational
change in leadership development.
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To discuss how Jennifer Ott can help make
your next event an unforgettable experience,
contact her at:
JenniferOtt@JenniferOttConsulting.com
414-305-0847
JenniferOttConsulting.com
“People deserve to have leaders who show them how
to be their best selves, not fit a mold someone else
created. My goal is to help management professionals
develop the skills and mindset to become more
productive, engaged and effective.”
~Jennifer Ott
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